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New methods of information operations, in the form of interference campaigns and disinformation, outline China's shift toward adopting the principle of "discourse power." China's traditional foreign policy of "non-intervention" into foreign nations is no longer viable, as it has envisioned a different world order with itself ascending to the central role. Discourse power is the concept that a country can attain increased geopolitical power by setting agendas internationally through influencing the political order and values both domestically and in foreign countries. The information space offers China an effective alternative to its prior "non-intervention" stance by allowing the country to project the "China Story"—i.e., to project the positive image through storytelling in the media landscape, both domestic and abroad. Information perception tactics such as the removal, suppression, and downplay of negative information, as well as gamification of certain hashtags, are tools with which China intends to convince foreign audiences that it is "a responsible world leader" and leading power in reforming the international political system.

This study examined the Chinese Communist Party's (CCP) use of both Mandarin-language and Western social media platforms as tools for discourse power projection. The DFRLab found China to be effective on Mandarin-language sites that target both Chinese citizens and the Chinese diaspora, employing the use of strict censorship and favorable CCP messaging prioritization. On the other hand, while attempting to engage foreign actors through Western social media platforms, the information operations found to date have resulted in ineffective influence, relied on outsourcing the operation to third parties, and utilized "astroturfing" and "sock puppets."

By its own estimation, China's "peaceful" ascent with the use of discourse power will prove successful when it has rewritten international norms, values, and ethics, as well as changed the structure of the global political system, forcing other nations to accept and adjust to China's new disposition. With increasing technological developments, discourse power as a concept will be increasingly realized—especially through targeted information operations—as China advances its geopolitical goals and increases its international power.
Introduction

A powerful nation at the center of the world, China has not historically been known to venture outside its regional backyard. The tide is changing, however, as state-sponsored companies open ride-sharing businesses in Latin America, build infrastructure in Africa, and lay down global infrastructure for an international internet. While the government directly follows the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) political philosophy in dealing with both domestic and international affairs, the state is more accurately described as a “party-state,” where politics is essentially the extension of the party’s ideologies.

As a means of overtly controlling the public conversation around its policy and activities—and the political ramifications thereof—the CCP undertakes “discourse power,” its philosophy of forcing a positive global image to achieve global institutional power of agenda-setting and to increase China’s prominence on the world stage. There is no need to build another Silk Road when access to the hearts and minds of citizens and foreigners rests on an app in cyberspace. With a hand in every pot, ranging from our supermarkets to our computers, the question now is: who is not influenced by China’s new global power? This paper aims to answer the questions of China’s success in using social media platforms for foreign interference for political aims to answer the questions of China’s success in using social media platforms for foreign interference for political gains and, ultimately, discourse power projection.

China, in its increasingly aggressive international actions to obtain greater geopolitical power, does not need to build that power relatively, as does Russia, for example. Russia is not a fundamentally strong or growing world power, and in order to increase its geopolitical power, it must focus on weakening other nations through often covert means intended to destabilize them internally. Conversely, China does not seek to destabilize and polarize foreign countries to advance its own political goals, as doing so would actually be detrimental to its goal of a perceived legitimate ascension to high-power status. As such, the party-state spends more of its resources magnifying positive CCP narratives to shape international perceptions while maintaining control of its domestic population. Separately, Russia’s sophisticated understanding of the Western audience places them in a better position to conduct subversive information operations through targeted disinformation to specific populations, such as the 2016 US elections, during which entities affiliated with the Kremlin operated social media pages promoting both pro-Black Lives Matter and pro-police messaging, among other things. Put differently, China, afraid of losing face (丢脸) on the international stage in a way that would interfere with any perceptions of its legitimate power, concentrates its efforts on shaping audience perceptions around its activities and behaviors.

Recent global shifts in the international order witness the transition of China’s foreign policy from one that focuses on internal development to one of external influence. According to Barry Buzan, a structural realist, in his 2004 book, in the “4+1” system of global hegemony, China, the European Union, Japan, and Russia are considered to be “Great Powers,” while the United States is considered to be the lone “Superpower.” In the book, Buzan predicted that China would be the most promising candidate for future superpower status and, as the party-state’s capability rises, that it would find a receptive environment internationally to its status claim. Since its publication, Buzan himself, along with Amitav Acharya in 2017, have criticized the theory to be Western-centric and thus reexamined it to incorporate possible Asian international relations (IR) theories. They argue that emerging powers have benefited so much from the US-led order that they have no reason to replace it. With China’s rise, however, it could be crucial in assessing whether Buzan’s original Western-centric claims remain valid. Since his theory emerged, Asian universities have increased funding for research on a China-centric approach to IR theory. Chinese theorists incorporate traditional Chinese thought—especially around concepts taken from Confucianism—in order to build a more universal discipline. The question remains whether Confucian thought produces a different structure of global order, one in contradiction to Buzan: in Confucian thinking, however, social harmony and international order rests on the precondition of stable hierarchy and balance of power. These views adhere to the Western-centric security structure, therefore aligning with Buzan’s “4+1” structure.

While Buzan argues that these powers depend on territorial sprawl to increase their impact, the emerging importance of influence on the internet has marked a new chapter in the power struggle in the international system. China’s efforts to establish power through both cyberspace hegemony and territorial ascendancy illustrates its intent to achieve superpower status. This can be seen when China flexes its regional power status by engulfing Hong Kong with new laws designed to further restrict the autonomy the Special Administrative Region notionally, interfering in Taiwan’s
The underlying policy principle of increasing China’s discourse power is “中国特色大国外交” ("Great Power Diplomacy with Chinese Characteristics") or “Major Country Diplomacy with Chinese Characteristics"), and it is a clear shift from the “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence," debuted in 1954. Here, China's use of the verbiage "great power" is different from the academic use illustrated above in Buzan's theories. While academia defines "great power" according to objective standards—a definition this paper intends in its use—China uses it to convey that the Chinese party-state is the moral leader in the international space. The "Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence" included foreign policy principles of non-interventionism; mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity; mutual non-aggression and non-interference in other countries' internal affairs, which assumed a reciprocal desire; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful coexistence. The current foreign policy principle was coined on the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China in 2012. This principle refers to the grand strategy that China adopts in a "strategic moment" when it envisions a rapidly changing global order, China's increasing involvement in international affairs, as well as miscellaneous external challenges against its territorial assertion and nation-state power projection.

One of the primary goals of the “Great Power Diplomacy with Chinese Characteristics" is to reform the global governance system in order to create a "community with a shared future for mankind" ("人类命运共同体") that would share the "same values," implying the Chinese perception of "peace" based upon socialist ideologies and Confucianism's traditional values. Moreover, at the center of this global governance system stands China's nationalist ambition of the "Great Renaissance" ("伟大复兴"), a vision that focuses on the country's own development and "peaceful rising" ("和平崛起") after the decades of humiliation in the age of imperialism and during World War II. The switch to "peaceful rising" ("和平崛起") coincided with the party’s power transition to Xi Jinping. Prior to the adoption of the "peaceful rising" principle, China had held fast to the principle of "peaceful development" ("和平发展"). The adoption of the “Great Power Diplomacy with Chinese Characteristics" marks the transition of Chinese foreign policy toward a more assertive position, evidenced by the shift of using "peaceful development" ("和平发展") to "peaceful rising" ("和平崛起") in official documents. To make this transition, it was important to take advantage of discourse power. According to the official propaganda website that lays out the CCP's political philosophies, "学习强国," an ideal discourse system should be a systematic and practical one that seeks to communicate the "political ideas, political demands, and national interests" of China to international audiences.

This opening report examines the history, methodologies, and possible future developments around discourse power, placing them in a broader context of increasing Chinese assertiveness in the global arena. To complete its research, the DFRLab looked at official Chinese military documents, Chinese-government-sponsored research, and independent studies by other researchers, as well as original DFRLab research.

4. Ibid.
11. 卢静. “中国特色大国外交话语体系的基本特征,” 学习强国, March 14, 2019, https://www.xuexi.cn/b17ce2e3f8e3125a75bd2b1da906e0/e43e220633ae59f9668b572c9ca9.html. The website “学习强国” can be translated as a pun: on one hand, it means to “learn from Xi and increase the national power” and to “study [the party philosophies] and increase the national power.”
China’s Shift Toward Discourse Power

Discourse power, as described above, is a country’s power to set agendas in the international arena by influencing the political order and realigning other countries’ ethics and values. In a Chinese context, discourse power is an effective strategy to project a positive image in the foreign media landscape. Therefore, according to President Xi himself, one way to achieve “discourse power” is to promote information that demonstrates the party-state’s soft power demonstrated by economic and diplomatic might. On the other hand, the party-state also seeks to remove, suppress, and downplay negative information about the CCP that could jeopardize a benevolent international image. For example, during the 2020 novel coronavirus outbreak originating from Wuhan, China sought to divert the negative conversation by promoting the country’s success in containing the virus and donating masks to Italy. In general, discourse power for the party aims to convince foreign audiences with sugarcoated Chinese narratives and, if that fails, seeks to deny unfavorable party-state narratives.

Discourse power employs two complementary principles, one direct and one indirect. The direct principle entails close censorship of online content and influencers and intentionally withholding undesirable information from broader publication. The Great Firewall, a strict government-controlled filter of internet content that prevents the Chinese people from accessing news on major Western media sites, including news outlets such as the New York Times and social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook, is not news for both Chinese and foreign citizens—the concept (and its execution) is well known. What is lesser known, however, is that China has exercised influence over content and users on both domestic and international platforms. For example, Google is under pressure from the Chinese government to remove content from its search queries, and the reasons for such requests include government criticism. Moreover, political dissidents with Chinese citizenship face increasing threats of imprisonment, even if abroad. For instance, Zhang Guanghong, a political critic of the party, was arrested in 2018 for reposting defamatory content of Xi Jinping on WhatsApp.

In order to increase its dominance in the international system, China resorts to a strategy of “increasing discourse power.” Discourse power is applied as a means of convincing international audiences of China’s vision of its responsibilities and gain corresponding institutional power in reforming the international political system. Yang Jieman (2016), research director at Chinese state-sponsored think tank the Shanghai Institute for International Studies, found a set of the designated narratives that the government institutions use that celebrate traditional Chinese culture, the country’s leadership prospect among developing countries, and the promotion of communist ideologies. The image of the country in the desired discourse system, therefore, is one that comes with a demonstration of the country’s achievements, popular proposals for multilateral and bilateral cooperation, and its outstanding military and economic capabilities.

While it seems that Chinese discourse power is mostly used to target a foreign audience, the propaganda system starts with the Chinese domestic population, where the state-party’s apparatus and tactics are the most sophisticated and complete, while at the same time exerting radiating influence on the Chinese diaspora, seeking to perpetuate pro-China narratives around the globe. The content of the “China story” (“中国故事”) and the channels of its dissemination are the CCP’s two primary focuses in regards to establishing a Chinese system of narrative spread, one in which—as Xi himself has highlighted—cultural differences between China and foreign countries should be carefully evaluated in order to produce more country-relevant propaganda for the respective country’s audience. In Xi’s own words, the “China story” is to illustrate the positive image of the country through storytelling, which would embody the spirit of the successful rule of CCP as portrayed through vivid anecdotes.
Besides the involvement of traditional government-owned media and party officials, the government has increasingly included technology companies, internet influencers, and psychological warfare to increase engagement of both domestic and foreign audiences with the propaganda.20

Case study: COVID-19 mask diplomacy

While the world is still mired in the turmoil of the COVID-19 outbreak, the discussion around COVID-19-related disinformation continues to be in the media spotlight. While arousing heated debate over its role in the crisis in the international community, China seized the opportunity to promote its image as “responsible global leader” under the overarching goal of “peaceful rising.” According to Stanford Internet Observatory, starting the week of March 16, 2020, there was an increasing intensity of information focusing on China’s donations of masks to other countries.21 Moreover, Chinese officials not only use domestic platforms to circulate such narratives but also use foreign platforms like Twitter to promote these narratives. Meanwhile, the report also revealed that the discourse around “mask diplomacy” toward different countries and the volume of mentions varied across countries, demonstrating the custom-tailoring of messaging to China’s foreign policy goal for the respective country.

The DFRLab noticed a drastic increase in the creation of CCP-affiliated Twitter accounts, correlated with the COVID-19 time period, from the months of January 2020 to July 2020. These accounts, mainly in the form of official embassy or consulate accounts, amplified messaging around the Chinese government’s positive response to COVID-19 around the globe. The CCP created a number of embassy and consulate Twitter accounts between the years of 2014–2015 and then again in October 2019.22 Although new accounts gradually emerged in the intervening periods, new government accounts arose in an accelerated time period following the emergence of the pandemic. The CCP likely created these new accounts in order to gain a soft power advantage in disseminating COVID-19 diplomacy worldwide. For the data gathered below, a number of accounts were created in January (three), February (ten), March (nine), April (five), May (three), and July (one), with none in June. Between the months of February and April, a surge in Twitter accounts can be seen, and this strongly correlates with the Chinese government’s increase in COVID-19 mask diplomacy.

Another example, the volume of mentions of donations of masks to Japan and Serbia, respectively, reflects China’s improving relationship with Japan, notable given the two countries’ historic animosity, and the growth in its strategically important relationship with Serbia, a possible ally proximate to Western Europe, which is generally more resilient against Chinese pressure. While it seems that the narratives have been successful back home, they have met harsh criticism in many foreign countries.23 Critics have described the “mask diplomacy” narratives as a superficially transparent means of gaining geopolitical ascendancy.24 Between March and mid-April 2020, toward the outset of the international spread of the disease, the discourse of “mask diplomacy” seemed to lose its saliency after challenges to its relevance in light of China’s increasingly confrontational and sometimes controversial international activities.25

As with most countries’ geopolitical strategies, China sees disinformation operations as an effective strategy for its government to achieve foreign policy objectives. In propagating disinformation, China is deliberately undertaking large-scale operations of producing and reproducing false or misleading information with the intention to deceive. The produced content relies on the psychological bias that promotes tribal affiliations within target audiences with the end goal of instilling paranoia, one-dimensional critical thinking, and cognitive blindspots. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA), the State Council, and the CCP’s Central Committee all take part in organized information operations, whether on domestic or international platforms.

The PLA in particular plays a fundamental role in the government’s disinformation operations abroad, and one way to assess the PLA’s social media strategy is by examining who authors its social media analysis and strategy. Military Correspondent, a PLA journal published on a monthly basis, provides a look into the heated discussion within the CCP about improving its discourse power. The journal contains ongoing research on tactics, current tracking methods, and future information campaign goals. A vast majority of the PLA’s social media experts are trained in political warfare at the PLA’s Nanjing Political Institute, which is now a part of the National Defense University (NDU).26 The PLA’s objectives with foreign social media include: “improve and defend the PLA’s image,” “correct ‘misperceptions,’” “address negative reporting,” “communicate deterrence signals,” communicate resolve, and “undermine enemy resolve.”27

Articles in Military Correspondent consistently highlight the necessity for engaging in Western social media platforms. In 2012, one article emphasized the importance with the example, “…if a blog has more than 10 million followers, 18 金伟和刘擘,“在讲好中国抗疫故事中提升话语权,”光明网, April 11, 2020, https://theory.gmw.cn/2020-04/11/content_33732591.htm.
22 DFRLab research, September 2020.
### NEWLY CREATED OFFICIAL CCP ACCOUNT TWITTER HANDLES SINCE COVID (2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jul</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consulate General of People’s Republic of China to Belfast, Ireland @GCMeifangZhang</strong></td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Ireland @ChinaEmbIreland</td>
<td>Chinese Consulate General in San Francisco @ConsulateSan</td>
<td>Chinese Ambassador to Barbados @Yixiusheng</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Serbia @EmbChina_RS</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Greece @Chinaemb_Hellas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Embassy of China in the Democratic Republic of Congo @AmbCHINEenRDC</strong></td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Russia @ChineseEmbinRus</td>
<td>Embassy of the People’s Republic of China in Cuba @EmbChinaCuba</td>
<td>Embassy of China to the Republic of Congo @chinaembcongo</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Serbia @EmbChina_RS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chinese Embassy in Iraq @ChinaIraq</strong></td>
<td>Chinese Consulate General in Strasbourg, France @consulat_de</td>
<td>Chinese Consulate Belfast, Ireland @CCGBelfast</td>
<td>Embassy of China to Djibouti @ChineAmbDjibouti</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Trinidad and Tobago @ChineseEmbinTT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minister Counsellor of the Chinese Embassy in The Hague, Ribiao Chen @Ribiaochen</strong></td>
<td>Chinese Consulate in Edinburgh @chinacgedi</td>
<td>Embassy of China in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea @EmbChinaGE</td>
<td>Chinese Consulate General in Sydney @ChinaConSydney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embassy of China in Peru @ChinEmbPeru</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Sri Lanka @ChinaEmbSL</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Antigua and Barbuda @ChinaEmbAntigua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embassy of China in Colombia @china_embajada</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Ukraine @China_Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Papua New Guinea @Chineseemb_PNG</td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Ghana @ChinaEmbinGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in Lesotho @ChinaEmbLesotho</td>
<td>Chinese Consulate General in NYC @ChinaUSDialogues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese Embassy in the Czech Republic @ChineseEmbinCZ</td>
<td>Spokesperson of Chinese Embassy in India, Ji Rong @ChinaSpox_India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese Consulate in Istanbul, Turkey @chinaconsulist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A sample of recently created Twitter accounts by the Chinese government since the spread of COVID-19, all of which were created in January 2020 or later. All of these accounts were seen to spread pro-China COVID-19 messaging and to market China’s capabilities and other political messages.*
then one’s influence could match that of a TV station.”

Further capitalizing on the opportunity, the journal wrote in 2013 to “make use of the viewpoints and opinions of third party media and experts, amplifying voices advantageous to our side.”29 Another article in the same year claimed that “international Chinese discourse power was weak” because “more than 80 percent of the important international news in the world is provided by a few major news outlets of developed nations in the Western world.”30

Between 2015 and 2016, Military Correspondent published a series of articles discussing the possible creation of Western social media accounts, along with strategies on how to employ them to maximum effect. For example, a 2015 article proposed creating targeted content on “mainstream Western social media platforms” as a means of growing the audience for China Military Online, the official English-language resource for the Chinese Armed Forces.31 Military Correspondent also recommended growing a cohort of PLA opinion leaders or “influencers” and using plain language on Western social media both to not betray foreign origin and to facilitate subconscious acceptance.32 Since 2015, however, there have been no official CCP accounts on Western social media, though official Chinese state-run media accounts are prolific.

Since 2015, PLA leaders have called for an official presence to be established on Western social media platforms, despite that most have been restricted or banned in the mainland for the last decade.33 Facebook and Twitter were banned in July 2009 after the Urumqi riots, because protests were being organized over Facebook and the company refused to provide the CCP with identifying information for the activists.34 YouTube, meanwhile, was blocked many times, including instances in 2007 and 2008, before being blocked permanently in 2009.35 Similarly, there are bureaucratic roadblocks – or a lack of “policy support” – to establishing an authentic, official PLA account.36

The PLA holds a basic understanding of social media analytical tools and how to use them for influence. For example, a 2017 Military Correspondent article mentioned that social media analytic tool Tweet Binder has been used for the purpose of gathering basic statistics on the number of retweets and people reached.37 Military Correspondent also highlighted a difference between domestic and foreign-targeted efforts, flagging in particular that Chinese Military Online would need to approach an international audience differently than it would a domestic one.38

As opposed to the direct principle, which focuses primarily on pro-China messaging, the indirect principle involves an attempt through collective action to distract target audiences away from unfavorable narratives. One example is the use of “astroturfing” (i.e., creating fake persona accounts) to organize online trolling. Gary King et al. in the American Political Science Review discovered a large collection of posts using cheerleading techniques, or “positive sentiment,” to distract the public from party-related negativity.39 The infamous “Fifty cent army” (“五毛”), comprised of civilian government employees who are required to post pro-CCP narratives on the internet as a part of their political position, is a prime example of strategic state-directed cheerleading activities.40

Moreover, in the age of misinformation, China has been increasingly assertive in the online media space. Walker and Ludwig (2018) observed that China’s presence on the internet belongs to its “sharp power,” which, despite being a part of the non-military “soft power,” demonstrates a more coercive and aggressive presentation of the party-state.41 Russell Hsiao from the Global Taiwan Institute described China’s use of sharp power as a method that utilizes propaganda, disinformation, and other information operations to

27 Ibid.
33 陈婕, “打造军事外宣队伍的突击队——关于利用军事英文网站加强我军外宣工作的感想.”
38 陈婕, “打造军事外宣队伍的突击队.”
undermine democratic institutions and exploit cultural institutions to affect political activities in ways favorable to the interest of preserving the absolute authority of the Chinese party-state. Moreover, information operations and cyberspace power projection of the CCP have also gained momentum within the military “hard power” realm, particularly with the establishment of the Strategic Support Force in 2015. While mainly focusing on cybersecurity warfare and threats, the unit in question is also responsible for integrating psychological warfare capabilities in coordination with Cyberspace Administration of China.

The PLA’s fundamental operating principle for undertaking information operations is the “three strategies of warfare,” which consist of “psychological warfare,” “public opinion warfare,” and “legal war.” This concept was first introduced in 2003 and put forth the most direct methods that the Chinese government and military have orchestrated to achieve its discourse power. “Psychological warfare” focuses on propaganda intent on influencing the “hearts and minds” of opposition groups. In this case, “online troops” and narratives around military exercises are both useful tools to intimidate an opposition group with a promotion of strong perception of overwhelming military strength. “Public opinion warfare,” used often in coordination with “psychological warfare,” focuses more on delivering and disseminating the “Chinese story” to audiences around the globe. This ties back to the traditional Chinese political philosophy of “political morality,” which is when political leaders and the government behave both morally and responsibly. In essence, “public opinion warfare” aims to propagate a “morally responsible” picture of China, for example, with the extensive news report on its escort navy operation in Somalia, which ostensibly demonstrated China’s international responsibility. Finally, the notion of “legal war” is to use legal infrastructure—both domestic and foreign—to advance China’s geopolitical ambition. For example, in 2012, the Chinese government passed a law to recognize the official establishment of “Sansha City” (“三沙市”), which “puts the South China Sea under the direct jurisdiction of the relevant administrative region, and strengthens the legal basis for future actions.”

The CCP sees opportunities for operational influence in modern media platforms. The PLA Academy of Military Science defines information operations as the “full use of modern media, electronic information operations platforms, and special operations methods” to support “the overall operational effectiveness of psychological warfare.” These methods include, “information deprivation, creating information chaos [...] implanting disinformation and erroneous information into the enemy’s information system, and causing the enemy’s command to make the wrong decisions and commands.” An aggressive form of Chinese discourse power is “public opinion decapitation,” which intends to “shock and deter” by “demonizing the leader of the enemy side, and by means of disseminating information that sows discord or produces deterring effects [...] crippling the enemy leader’s command authority and weakening his command and control ability.”

Chinese scholars recommend using “the combination of official and unofficial propaganda” to deter opponents, boost influence and momentum, and increase power projection. As of now, the PLA has not joined Western social media with official accounts, though many other Chinese government entities have, such as the embassy and consulate Twitter accounts created following the emergence of COVID-19. They have, however, established official accounts on Chinese social media platforms, most notably Weibo and WeChat.

In March 2010, the PLA established an official Weibo account, followed shortly thereafter by the PLA Army, Navy, and Airforce. Among other things, the PLA uses verified, authoritative, and official military public accounts; unverified public military accounts; and unverified accounts for individual soldiers motivated by patriotism and loyalty to the CCP. The PLA also appears to be adopting more emotion-focused methods by targeting foreign audiences with stories that notionally carry strong sentiment. Its
ability to capture attention through sentiment has been improving through the use of agenda setting and adaptive messaging. "Agenda setting" is a form of subliminal messaging in which an entity (an organization, a social media account, etc.) "selectively and continuously reports news on a [specifically sentiment-driven] subject." Adaptive messaging, meanwhile, is used to attract and sustain people with intentionally targeted hot topics or trends that draw on emotional sentiment. This can be seen with the PLA’s Twitter sockpuppet—i.e., inauthentic—account that blasted news on sports and fashion to capture the audience’s attention before intermingling more pro-China content. These two tactics show that the PLA has identified the necessity of finding common ground in order to influence foreign audiences, and it does so through softened content and the propagation of “China stories,” both of which can be used to convey and conceal intentions.

Discourse Power Architecture

Organizational structure of the government offices responsible for discourse power.

54 Beauchamp-Mustafaga and Chase, “Building a Boat Out to Sea.”
CHINESE DISCOURSE POWER

Three branches of the government—the CCP’s Central Committee; the State Council, which functions as its executive branch; and the CCP’s Central Military Commission of the People’s Republic of China—are responsible for both domestic and international propaganda and for promoting the discourse power of China. While there are overlaps of responsibilities and personnel across the Central Committee and the State Council, the army branch is more insulated.

Some of the most influential and visible organizations include the Publicity Department, the United Front Work Department, the Taiwan Affairs Office (also known as the Taiwan Work Office), the State Council Press Office, the Ministry of National Defense, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the National Radio and Television Administration. Among these offices, the Publicity Department, the United Front Work Department, the State Council Press Office, and the Taiwan Affairs Office focus on both domestic and international audiences and have produced and promoted content targeting both domestic and international audiences. The Ministry of National Defense and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs mostly focus on international issues, but their target audiences are both domestic and international. Lastly, the National Radio and Television Administration focuses mainly on domestic issues for domestic audiences and employs “discourse power” propaganda and content surveillance.

Separately, the Cyberspace Administration of China consists of the Office of the Central Cybersecurity Information Committee under the Central Committee and the National Internet Information Office under the State Council. Although these two offices have different names, they are essentially the same. Within the Cyberspace Administration, there is the Internet News Dissemination Bureau, the Internet Comments Bureau, and the Internet Social Work Bureau. Despite the lack of information regarding responsibilities on the Cyberspace Administration’s official page, the activities of its sub-departments are nevertheless known through news articles. The broader organization’s general responsibilities include overseeing the domestic information flow, setting rules for online content, and regulating internet companies to ensure compliance with laws and regulations.

The Internet News Dissemination Bureau regulates online news production and dissemination by organizing political training sessions for news professionals and for using the internet for stronger, more compelling storytelling; it also promotes information exchange between domestic and international online media outlets.

The Internet Comments Bureau, meanwhile, is responsible for investigating trends in online comments and providing future projection on the online comment ecosystem. For example, the 2019 Bluebook of Internet Comments: China Internet Comments Development Report, a report released by the Internet Comments Bureau, demonstrated its interest in “exploring the effective ways of expression in the new era of online commenting” to promote “government credibility, communication power, and influence.” Potential tactics of the agency include agenda setting; engaging experts, government officials, and influencers to “interfere at the right time”; and targeting the younger generation with a “positive” online commenting environment.

The Internet Social Work Bureau is a more direct channel to engage with the domestic population. For example, in December 2019, the Internet Social Work Bureau organized an event for young professionals working in media to promote “better use of the internet” through positive energy content that aggrandized the power of the party-state. In the same month, the office also organized an event to educate the CCP offices based at internet-focused businesses—which are extensions of the state-party—on relevant legislation through a competition for themed anime video submissions from the companies.

The Unified Front Department is a department under the CCP Central Committee within the Chinese government responsible for establishing the narratives around strategic issues, especially those concerned with territorial concerns and unification. The department was established in 1938 by the CCP as a means of garnering support from civilians in the country. In the 1950s, after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, the department was shouldered with new responsibilities to unite the country in both territorial and nation-state terms. Major concerns of the department regard ethnic minorities issues, citizens not affiliated with the CCP, overseas Chinese, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Tibet, and Xinjiang.

Methods of engaging these populations include inviting politicians, journalists, businessmen, and civil society organizations from target countries to visit China for
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events like academic conferences, political summits, and civil society organizations seminars. The purpose of these trips is to produce and promote propaganda that portray a positive image of China by influencing the respective population groups in these target countries directly.65 The United Front Work Department has connections to leading private corporations, as well as with business people, intellectuals, academics, minority groups, Chinese students overseas, and Chinese diaspora groups. According to a Taiwanese government estimate, China spends at least $337.8 million per year on United Front recruiting efforts in Taiwan.66 The money is spent on engaging Taiwanese students studying in China, organizing academic forums to promote “One China” understanding, drafting policies to benefit Taiwanese businesses in China and trade between Taiwanese and Chinese companies, and influencing media outlets through organized visits and financial donations.67 The overarching goal of the United Front is to convince its target audience to believe in the Chinese vision of a unified country.

Moreover, the United Front Work Department has also broadened the scope of its operations into Western countries. According to the 2018 US-China Economic and Security Review Commission report, the United Front Work Department is in close contact with organizations in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, and Canada.68 Although these countries are not directly part of China’s vision of a unified country, the primary goals for including these countries in the United Front’s work is to influence foreign citizens’ perceptions of the successes of the CCP’s rule in China and advance the political agenda of the CCP on a broader and more influential Western sphere. For example, Dr. Tung Chee-hwa, a vice-chairman of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference National Committee, funded research endowments at US research institutions through his nonprofit registered in Hong Kong.69 Although the process of granting the funding abides by the US Foreign Agents Registration Act, it still raised concerns over the possibility of the CCP attempting to influence the academic discussion of US foreign policies on China.70

The PLA’s information operation capabilities are shared across its political, academic, and militia groups. In China, the political branch of the PLA is the most important as it represents the party and oversees the political ideology development of its officers and soldiers. The academic branch consists of universities and colleges that train both theoretical and practical military theories to future soldiers. The militia group is tasked with executing military and national defense activities against enemies.

The Political Work Department of the Central Military Commission, which is stationed within the political side of the army, is the major organ in the PLA responsible for designing and promoting the ideologies of Chinese discourse power through image and perception abroad. The Political Work Department is tasked with overseeing the political and ideological development of troops. Under the Political Work Department, the Publicity Bureau, otherwise known as Propaganda Bureau, is the office that oversees content production and dissemination, especially regarding the reputation of the PLA both at home and abroad. In an interview this year, Colonel Pan Qinghua, who is in charge of the Propaganda Bureau, released upcoming plans for establishing a more professional group of spokespersons, taking initiative in “storytelling” to shape the image of the PLA, and prioritizing the impact of positive narratives around the CCP’s rule.71 Meanwhile, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army News and Communications Center executes the content production and promotion and operates its own media outlets and social media accounts, including official accounts on Weibo and WeChat. The Mass Work Bureau focuses more on the domestic audience and attempts to promote “positive energy” or “zhengnengliang” (“正能量”) content, which implies content that portrays a supposedly morally good, economically well-off society, thereby notionally engendering the legitimacy of the CCP rules in those who view the content.

On the other hand, the more hands-on branch openly responsible for online information operations is the Internet Public Opinion Bureau, which was established through the 2015 Deep Reform and Military Reform, the large-scale military reshuffling of the People’s Republic of China, signifying the CCP’s power transition to Xi.72 It was around the same time that the Strategic Support Force (SSF), a more covert division of the army, was established. Although it is hard to retrieve its agenda from public records, there are news reports brief of the cross-organizational cooperation between the Internet Public Opinion Bureau with other organizations outside of the army branch. The primary goal of the bureau is to shape a positive reputation of PLA soldiers for both domestic and international audiences. For
example, in 2019, the Public Opinion Bureau, together with the aforementioned Cyberspace Administration of China, organized an event for internet media professionals to cover heartening stories about border patrols in celebration of the seventieth anniversary of the establishment of the People’s Republic of China. In 2018, the bureau led a seminar titled “Innovation and Development of Army Internet Public Opinion in the New Era,” a discussion with academic professionals from the School of Political Science at the National Defense University, officers from the army’s political administration, and officers in charge of active duty troops. The topics included “operation and maintenance of novel online media platforms of the army” and “ideological and political work of the army in the era of the internet.”

With its establishment in 2015, the Strategic Support Force (SSF) was intended to bring together “space, cyber, electronic, and psychological warfare capabilities” and operate alongside the ground, air, rocket forces, and the navy. The unit oversees the Network Systems Department, which is responsible for developing and implementing cyberwarfare and information operation capabilities. Like most of the organizations above, its routine operations and orientation are not publicly accessible, there are, however, several important known differences about its mission. First, although it is a separate force from the ground, air, rocket forces, and the navy, its operations are incorporated within those of the four other army services and serve the respective needs of those different branches. Second, although one of its primary focuses is on building infrastructural resilience to cybersecurity threats, it is also responsible for orchestrating psychological warfare strategies against enemies. In the 2015 military reform, the SSF was given control of Base 311, which is known as a key location for maintaining the PLA’s psychological warfare capabilities. Thus, the SFF is considered to be the military backbone of the Chinese discourse power operation, which takes a more aggressive combination strategy of psychological warfare and public opinion warfare.
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Bots and Trolls

Miller et al. (2020) and Uren et al. (2019) suggest that the PLA manages fake personas (or “sockpuppets”) and bots to distort public opinion and influence foreign nation-states. S1 “Sockpuppet” accounts are manually administered social media accounts created and used for the purpose of manipulating public opinion, whereas “bots” are automated programs that replicate user activity to undertake a specific action, which—in respect to discourse power—often takes the form of promoting particular messages.

According to a study at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI), Twitter accounts, many of which are repurposed spam or marketing accounts, are purchased by the CCP to use for foreign public opinion targeting. S2 These accounts were found to display previous posts in a variety of languages including Indonesian, Arabic, English, Korean, Japanese, and Russian, and the accounts posted on a wide array of topics from British football to Indonesian tech support, Korean boy bands, and pornography. S3 The study found the accounts to have tweeted the phrases “test new owner,” “test,” and “new owner,” displaying a lack of effort to conceal the bot’s inauthenticity. Although the PLA is not officially present on Western social media, it does not signify a lack of interest in using Western social media as a discourse tool. In 2018, a New York Times article alleged that a Xinhua editor paid a US company hundreds of thousands of dollars for followers and retweets of posts on Xinhua’s official Twitter account. S4 The Economist subsequently reported in 2019 that the state-run media’s follower counts were artificially high. S5

On the other hand, these state-sponsored bots’ activities attempt to distract audiences away from negative discussions about the party-state. For example, during the 2020 Taiwan election, state-sponsored bots attempted to hijack the conversations around a Chinese spy by posting spam and counter-messaging, all with an intent to suspend meaningful discussion between foreign audiences on the topic. S6 Most of the time, however, these attempts were largely unsuccessful in that they received a low level of engagement by authentic Twitter users. S7 Unlike Russia’s sophisticated understanding of Western audiences and organization for content creation and targeted dissemination, China’s information operations show less coordinated social engineering skills.

Information operations on China’s domestic platforms

China’s information operations on domestic social media apps Weibo, Wechat, and TikTok China are both overt and effective, targeting mainly domestic audiences as a means of promoting the political legitimacy of the CCP. While social media companies remain privately owned in China, they are under close scrutiny by the government in terms of trending topics and user management responsibilities. Common methods of information operations on these platforms include the limitation of volume and traffic of politically sensitive topics, promotion of pro-CCP discussion and narratives, and close censorship of users deemed to promote anti-CCP discourse. A majority of the internet-using population is aware of the censorship, of which the support rate for the censorship is around 40 percent. S8 Although the younger generations are exposed to a vibrant internet culture with various locally developed social media apps, they are less concerned about political content than entertainment and consumerism, with the increasing monetization of the platform. Moreover,
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The gradual normalization of internet censorship has indoctrinated a majority of its users, including those who work in online media industries, to believe in the necessity of self-censorship, especially in the public realms. Zhang Zhian and Tao Jiajie (2011) found that online media outlets are more likely to exercise self-censorship in the face of administrative regulations from the government than from pressure on the business side. Moreover, Li and Zhang (2018) highlighted the necessity for the government to propagate “self-censorship” amongst internet users by emphasizing the punishment and rewards system as well as optimizing the internet industry's self-discipline. The self-censorship of social media platforms and online media outlets further limits the realm of public discussion online.

Sina Weibo is a Chinese microblogging website akin to Twitter and is the second largest social media platform in China, after WeChat, with 516 million monthly active users in 2019. Weibo is a robust environment for discussion on a variety of topics, just like its Western counterpart Twitter. Moreover, the platform harvests a highly educated user population: according to a 2017 official Weibo report, about 80 percent of the population holds a bachelor's or other technical degree. Like Twitter, the platform provides people with similar interests to broaden their social interaction network and public discussions are organized around hashtags and “super topics” (“超话题”).

In 2019, Coach, Givenchy, and Versace all apologized for similar attacks on the fashion brands could be found in the Western media platforms to defend China's official narratives. For example, in 2015, a group of more than 9,000 Chinese internet users organized by a Bulletin Board System (BBS) community called “帝吧” (pronounced as “Di Ba,” literally translated as “the community of the Emperor,” a reference to football star Li Yi), flooded the comments of then-presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen’s Facebook page. The comments all promoted similar pro-China themes, including “Taiwan is a part of China,” China’s national pride, and celebrating China’s military strength. Another example is Chinese citizens’ increasing attention on foreign companies’ positioning on political topics, especially territorial disputes, as companies were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries. The comments in reply to the apologies, which were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries.

In 2019, Coach, Givenchy, and Versace all apologized for similar attacks on the fashion brands could be found in the Western media platforms to defend China’s official narratives. For example, in 2015, a group of more than 9,000 Chinese internet users organized by a Bulletin Board System (BBS) community called “帝吧” (pronounced as “Di Ba,” literally translated as “the community of the Emperor,” a reference to football star Li Yi), flooded the comments of then-presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen’s Facebook page. The comments all promoted similar pro-China themes, including “Taiwan is a part of China,” China’s national pride, and celebrating China’s military strength. Another example is Chinese citizens’ increasing attention on foreign companies’ positioning on political topics, especially territorial disputes, as companies were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries. The comments in reply to the apologies, which were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries.

In 2019, Coach, Givenchy, and Versace all apologized for similar attacks on the fashion brands could be found in the Western media platforms to defend China’s official narratives. For example, in 2015, a group of more than 9,000 Chinese internet users organized by a Bulletin Board System (BBS) community called “帝吧” (pronounced as “Di Ba,” literally translated as “the community of the Emperor,” a reference to football star Li Yi), flooded the comments of then-presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen’s Facebook page. The comments all promoted similar pro-China themes, including “Taiwan is a part of China,” China’s national pride, and celebrating China’s military strength. Another example is Chinese citizens’ increasing attention on foreign companies’ positioning on political topics, especially territorial disputes, as companies were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries. The comments in reply to the apologies, which were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries.

In 2019, Coach, Givenchy, and Versace all apologized for similar attacks on the fashion brands could be found in the Western media platforms to defend China’s official narratives. For example, in 2015, a group of more than 9,000 Chinese internet users organized by a Bulletin Board System (BBS) community called “帝吧” (pronounced as “Di Ba,” literally translated as “the community of the Emperor,” a reference to football star Li Yi), flooded the comments of then-presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen’s Facebook page. The comments all promoted similar pro-China themes, including “Taiwan is a part of China,” China’s national pride, and celebrating China’s military strength. Another example is Chinese citizens’ increasing attention on foreign companies’ positioning on political topics, especially territorial disputes, as companies were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries. The comments in reply to the apologies, which were posted to Instagram, saw pro-China accounts fighting “insulting China” after they listed Hong Kong and Taiwan as countries.
On the domestic mandarin speaking microblog platform Weibo, which is used by both domestic and overseas mandarin speakers, China uses information operation tactics including censorship of content and users, forced gamification of hashtags, economically incentivized generation of information propagation in an inauthentic environment, bot-like activities, and crowdsourced harassment. The purpose of these information operations is to create a positive image of Chinese domestic politics and foreign affairs, targeting both domestic Chinese and the overseas Chinese diaspora.

In its early years, Sina Weibo rose as a platform where diverse voices fostered a prototype of nationwide social activism. The 2011 Wenzhou High-speed Rail Incident—in which two high-speed rail trains collided in Zhejiang Province—marked the first time the platform caught the attention of the world, as the platform’s users directed vehement anger against and demanded justification from the Ministry of Railways officials in dealing with the rescue work. The incident opened up the possibility that the platform might create space for freer discussion and civil participation to Chinese society, but, facing the backlash, the government instead carried out a series of “reforms” to exert greater control over both content and users on the platform.

Among the reforms, the government expanded the list of taboo words and phrases. Now, when a user initiates a search for a prohibited term or hashtag, the query yields a statement that, “Sorry, no results for [taboo word] have been found.” Despite this result, the term or hashtag may nevertheless still appear in posts to the platform. One such example is a query for “Tsai Ing-wen,” the name for the current president of Taiwan.

While the government has not released the entire list of banned phrases, by the estimation of Greatfire.org, which collects and monitors taboo words on Weibo, at least 2,500 words are banned on the platform, including words and phrases like “one-party dictatorship” and “today we are all Hong Kong citizens.” Banning of specific words or phrases on Weibo prevents communities from mobilizing personnel and garnering support online, both of which proved to be useful for organizing the Arab Spring protests.

Another reform intended to limit traffic around specific topics involved “热搜榜” (the search trending list). In 2018, the central office and the Beijing office of the Cyberspace Administration of China summoned Weibo executives to warn them about vulgar content and the bad influence Weibo’s trending list has on society, which led Weibo to suspend the list on its platform for a brief period of time. When the trending list went live again, there was a new section at the top of the trending list devoted to party-affiliated media and “正能量标题” (“topics with positive energy”). Weibo also introduced manual ordering by its staff instead of completely relying on algorithms.

Zenghui Cao, Weibo’s vice president, said in an interview that the “power of official voices and traditional media would increase after this reform,” as the platform now prioritizes specific messaging at the top space of the trending list.

Search Results for “Tsai Ing-wen” on Weibo: At left, a statement that “no results were found for #Tsai Ing-wen;” yet, at right, the hashtag #Tsai Ing-wen has seemingly garnered 17,000 engagements and 70.773 million views.

103 Screenshots taken from Weibo search of #Tsai Ing-Wen on August 14, 2020, at 1:32 p.m. Beijing time (left) and Weibo search of Tsai Ing-Wen on August 14, 2020, at 1:33 p.m. Beijing time (right). The block captured by the right screenshot has since been removed from the page.
For example, the hashtag #我国又一次成功发射一箭双星# (#OurCountryOnceAgainSuccessfullyLaunchedARocketAndTwoSatellites) made it to the top of the list, above the most popular trending hashtag, on August 7, 2020. This specifically promoted hashtag did not seem to engender much organic discussion, as ninety-five out of 130 original posts that used the hashtag generated 91.15 million views and 7,729 engagements. Posts using the hashtag were published by government-owned accounts, including those of central and local government branches, government-owned media, schools, and CCP-related organizations in the schools. Although the engagement and views were not significant, the government nevertheless chose to promote this hashtag above other, more popular hashtags.

108 Taken from Weibo’s trending topics list on August 7, 2020, at 1:16 p.m. Beijing time.
109 Screenshot taken from Weibo on August 7, 2020, at 1:16 p.m. Beijing time.
Additionally, amid the booming internet business economy in China, the platform has emphasized users’ ability to capitalize on the traffic and attention of their accounts based on active followers and active views. An unspoken fact about achieving income through such activity is that, with government control of content, influencers are incentivized to use “positive energy” content that is relatively high up on the trending list in order to succeed. These accounts, whose owners are unidentified, mostly promote entertainment news, often employing the hashtags most likely to be specifically promoted at the top of the trending topics list. The economically incentivized generation of content production and promotion in an inauthentic environment, in turn, creates a self-reinforcing mechanism to cause these deliberately promoted hashtags to stay up on the list and furthers the inorganic propagation of these hashtags.

For example, regarding the use of the hashtag #中国驻加大使谈孟晚舟事件 (#ChinaAmbassadorToCanadaCommentsOnWanzhouMengIncident), the post with the second highest engagement (over 34,000 engagements) as of August 6 belonged to entertainment news account 不二六叔 (“Fu Ni Uncle Six”).\(^\text{110}\) When researchers checked again on August 15, 2020, the content had been deleted from the account page. On its personal page, however, a majority of the account’s content that has received the most engagement is polls on hot topics—including entertainment or political topics—from the trending list.

Another method of building a narrative that promotes a righteous image of the Chinese government is to source doxxing of anti-government protestors, or, as the CCP likes to refer to them, the “evil guys” in the “China story.” Such doxxing techniques were especially popular during the Hong Kong protests in both 2014 and 2019–2020. Between June and September 2019, complaints and enquiries about doxxed identities skyrocketed, according to Hong Kong’s privacy commission, with both protesters and counter-protesters leaking personally identifying information of people on the opposite side.\(^\text{113}\) On Weibo, however, government agencies are responsible for exerting extensive pressure to subdue protestors, including leading Hong Kong student activist Joshua Wong and Jimmy Lai, owner of pro-democracy Hong Kong newspaper Apple Daily who is an open critic of the Chinese government.

For example, the hashtag #梁振英质问黎智英# (#LeungChun yingQuestionedJimmyLai#) —which at one point on August 16, 2020, was the fastest growing hashtag in terms of searches—rose to twenty-third place on the total searches list on the same day that government-operated accounts exposed the nationality of Jimmy Lai as a way to distort his intention and discredit his loyalty to Hong Kong.

A query using Enlightent, a media archive of trending lists history of Weibo and Tik Tok, revealed that the hashtag #梁振英质问黎智英# (#LeungChun yingQuestionedJimmyLai) was the fastest growing hashtag in popularity for three hours on August 16, 2020.\(^\text{114}\)

Out of the 161 posts to use the hashtag, which had generated 901 engagements and 21,007 million views as of August 24, 2020, sixty-eight were affiliated with government institutions. Forty-two of those directly represented the institutions while twenty-seven belonged to government-owned media outlets. Six accounts, in addition to those affiliated with governmental institutions, are financially incentivized to promote the hashtag as they demonstrate a pattern of promoting almost every trendy hashtag on the list. Twenty-two additional accounts demonstrated bot-like activity. Some of these accounts are verified by Weibo as information blogs, including those posting very frequently on military issues. Several verified
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\(^{110}\) "Fu Ni" is a Japanese surname that is often used by fans of Japanese anime culture on Chinese social media.

\(^{111}\) Screenshot taken from Weibo account 不二六叔 on August 7, 2020, at 2:37 p.m. Beijing time. The post has since been deleted.

\(^{112}\) Weibo Account @不二六叔, screenshot taken on August 7, 2020, at 2:38 p.m. https://weibo.com/u/6210053312.


Examples include the accounts named “武力统一” (which literally means “reunification with force,” and is the CCP’s term for its approach to Taiwan), “义勇军--鬼谷子” (which means the “Army of Volunteers,” a reference to the national anthem of China), “英国军情六处” (a reference to Military Intelligence, Section 6), and “三体的铁甲” (which means the “Army of Volunteers,” a reference to a sci-fi book by Chinese author Liu Cixin). They all actively post pro-government and pro-PLA news and narratives. Another type of bot-like activity is demonstrated by verified accounts that post on city news, including “兰州微播,” “大兰州,” “大连突发,” and “今日鹭岛,” which refer to the city local news in Lanzhou, Dalian, and Xiamen. The first two accounts, “兰州微播” and “大兰州” on Lanzhou, in particular post almost entirely identical content every day, over sixty times per day. In sum, information operations on Weibo employ methods of limiting traffic of certain discussions, pressuring social media platforms, and overtly organizing local government institutions to promote a discussion of the government as an internationally responsible leader and a global power adamant in its own territorial ambition.

WeChat is the most popular social media platform and instant messaging (IM) app in China, with monthly active users exceeding 1.2 billion as of the first quarter of 2020. Besides Chinese citizens, many in the global Chinese diaspora also use the social media app to connect with their friends and business partners in China. Besides the platform’s IM capabilities, WeChat also provides a miscellaneous set of supplemental services, including WeChat Moments (a means of creating a circle of friends to which a user can post thoughts and repost articles) and payment services.

Similar to Weibo, WeChat also employs tactics to limit politically sensitive narratives in private messaging channels. An open-source investigation by the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab, the censorship of private chats and WeChat Moments includes not only textual keywords and hashtags, but also pictures and even memes. While not notifying the user who sent the message, the WeChat server identifies politically sensitive information and prevents the message from showing up on the recipients’ end.

A separate query using Enlightent revealed that the hashtag #梁振英质问黎智英 (#LeungChun yingQuestionedJimmyLai) was on the trending topics search list for 2.5 hours, achieving a rank of twenty-third place on the topic trending list with a total of 1.29 million searches on August 16, 2020.

A search of the hashtag (#LeungChun yingQuestionedJimmyLai) using the Weibo Trending List History Tool https://www.enlightent.cn/research/rank/weiboSearchRank
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A separate query using Enlightent revealed that the hashtag #梁振英质问黎智英 (#LeungChun yingQuestionedJimmyLai) was on the trending topics search list for 2.5 hours, achieving a rank of twenty-third place on the topic trending list with a total of 1.29 million searches on August 16, 2020.
According to ABC News, sometimes even topically neutral pictures get banned if they are even tangentially politically sensitive. Moreover, this surveillance holds true on both China-registered and non-China-registered accounts. Although the scope of these practices remains unexamined, it is clear that it fits with the larger picture of the Chinese government’s efforts to promote “positive energy” content on social media platforms as a way of consolidating its domestic perception of “discourse power” and legitimacy. Their image filtering capabilities rely on a technique called “MH5 hash,” which uses cryptography to map photo data, allowing photos to be categorized by WeChat’s cloud servers and then blocked.

Technological advancements, meanwhile, have facilitated a greater capacity to filter – and control – information. Although WeChat does not explicitly discuss this capability in its official statements, the company has demonstrated the capability through enabling companies to control their internal information flow. For example, an chat system developed by WeChat for internal use by businesses has enabled those businesses to both store their employees’ chat histories and to filter them for certain words to identify potential areas of concern for the company. This indirectly confirms the ability of WeChat to do the same thing with individual public accounts, including filtering and storing certain private conversations.

In sum, information operations on WeChat are concerned primarily with limiting information transmission, jeopardizing both domestic and international users’ ability to communicate and organize with other users, therefore providing the government its desired stability, and shielding the majority of the public from taboo topics.

### Information operations on foreign platforms

A broad, China’s information operations are more covert and less effective than its efforts on domestic platforms, mostly because, with domestic platforms, they can control the mechanisms themselves at home. Despite the fact that there has been an increasing trend of Chinese officials adopting a more confrontational approach when engaging foreign actors, the tactics rely primarily on outsourcing the operation to third parties and utilizing “astroturfing” and “sockpuppets.” For this study, the DFRLab focused on Facebook and Twitter as the main Western social media platforms on which the CCP attempts foreign interference.

According to Puma Shen, assistant professor at National Taipei University, the CCP has “content farms” in Malaysia and in Taiwan, which are used to spread pro-party messaging. A content farm is a website established to create a high volume of highly trafficked articles. Content farms do not actively manage their content—in that they crowdsourced articles while providing no editorial control—
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leading many articles to include false and excessive information. After creating the articles, content farm operators recruit—and often financially compensate—individual social media users to help spread them. Researchers, such as Puma, assert that such strategies of hiring third-party contractors are meant to conceal content that would otherwise be able to be traced back to the CCP. Since many of the fake Facebook pages used during the 2020 Taiwanese election were shut down or deleted, the PLA relies on outsourced freelancers in Malaysia or overseas Chinese nationals to disseminate content farm-originating disinformation across Facebook, which avoids detection and direct association between these entities and the government.

One popular content farm, KanWatch, for example, was designed explicitly for users to be remunerated for sharing its content. To sign up for an account, a user must first fill out basic information along with an associated PayPal account. There are two ways to make money off of the platform: a user can either share articles on their social media accounts or they can write articles. According to the Taiwan Gazette, a single user can make about 10 Singapore dollars, or $7 USD, for every thousand views a shared article receives. Users can also easily rewrite articles by pushing a clone button. Other features on the KanWatch platform make it user-friendly and simple to use. For example, a user can track their cash flow to see how much money they have made.

Offering monetary incentives for users to produce and disseminate content, regardless of veracity, has proven to be a highly effective strategy for the CCP. For example, Yee Kok Wai, a KanWatch user located in Malaysia, claims to have acquired 300,000 Facebook followers, and, if Yee’s claims are true, it shows that content farms and their output can attract a high volume of attention. Since a majority of content producers are located outside of Taiwan, they are far removed from the political objectives and are more likely to focus on the remuneration. Given the ease with which its participants can make money, and the ease by which content can spread on platforms that are unprepared to stifle such rapid growth enterprises, it is likely that content farm websites similar to KanWatch will continue to proliferate.

Twitter

On the Western social media platform, which is banned in China, China has actively utilized its government officials and state medias, as well as purchased and repurposed accounts to promote a positive discourse. Overall, the efforts are sloppy, speedy, disorganized, and overt.

138 Ibid.
139 Ibid.
140 Screenshot from KanWatch, http://www.kanwatch.com/?q=%E8%94%A1%E8%8B%B1%E6%96%87, taken on September 16, 2020, at 3:56 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time.
141 Ibid.
Twitter is being used to amplify CCP voices with repurposed accounts, while the CCP is exploring avenues for official Twitter party accounts. In June 2020, Twitter suspended (its term for removing) thousands of accounts linked to China that were a part of a “manipulated and coordinated” campaign to spread disinformation about COVID-19 and Hong Kong.142

Although the PLA does not maintain an official Twitter account, open-source researcher Saikiran Kannan found a spike in the creation of Twitter accounts since January 2020 by Chinese Ministry of Foreign affairs spokespeople, diplomats, embassies, and state media.143 These newly formed accounts pointed toward a possible shift in the CCP’s perceived importance of Western social media.

According to The Wall Street Journal, the CCP bought a large number of Twitter accounts from foreign entities and repurposed them for political content, but these repurposed accounts have—so far—lacked the sophistications needed for a successful information campaign.144 Chinese influence operations on Twitter have shown their operators to be sloppy, speedy, disorganized, and overt.

The Twitter account handles are often comprised of a random string of numbers and letters, a common sign of inauthenticity, and the accounts either had an absurdly high number or a nearly complete lack of followers, another sign of inauthenticity. These accounts also present clear indicators that they were repurposed, as they retained old content originally published by the original Chinese commercial resellers who had previously posted on travel, fashion, or sports topics. These indicators also pointed to a number of these accounts and pages as formerly belonging to operators in Bangladesh.145

The ease with which platforms can spot these obviously inauthentic accounts, in part, led to a significant takedown of accounts during the 2020 Taiwan election. This, in turn, led Military Correspondent to push the PLA to improve the outward quality of—i.e., better obscure the inauthentic nature of—these accounts, so it is likely that similar state-operated accounts will be built with increasing sophistication going forward. Overall, clear indicators of repurposed accounts and corporate removal of content, accounts, or other related assets to demonstrate the PLA’s general lack of success on Twitter.


An annotated network map detailing the effective coordination between “posters” and “amplifiers” in a Twitter bot system. Tweets here are amplified and managed in an autonomous fashion. Tweets here are amplified and managed in an autonomous fashion. The red boxes are clusters that operate within this network to post and amplify the campaign’s agenda. The system is sustainable because when a mass number of Tweets are deleted, it can simply create new accounts to support the model. This image is republished with permission from Saikiran Kannan and Bellingcat.146
With China’s growing assertiveness in the international domain, the government has prepared to deploy new technologies to achieve its foreign policy goals, including cheerleading the image of “responsible global power” and increasing interference with its “political enemies.” These ongoing efforts are closely related to the geopolitical interests of China, including its territorial demands around the South China Sea; its increasing aggression toward Taiwan, Hong Kong, Xinjiang, and Tibet; and its institutional power projection in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. Although its information operations have not yet achieved what the country desires for its discourse power, the expanding channels and more advanced technologies would enhance its penetrating impact into other countries in the near future.

The question of whether Chinese disinformation operations in 2020 have been successful is hard to answer. On one hand, information operations targeting Chinese citizens have led to the domestic perception of an increasing discourse power. With increasing involvement of traditional government-owned media and government-affiliated propaganda bodies on domestic social media platforms, it is easier for the government to establish convincing narratives and propagate to an ever-growing audience. A combination of censorship and leadership on content production and reproduction seems to work effectively as a means of engaging with the domestic audience.

On the other hand, China’s lack of an official PLA presence on Western social media platforms and its sloppy efforts to conceal sockpuppet accounts have demonstrated that China still has a long way to go. Content farms remain easy to identify by Western social media platforms, which can easily detect these inauthentic assets. Despite the strong and consistent narratives produced by Chinese information operations on issues including Tibet, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the country’s treatment of its Uyghur population, positive engagement with these narratives remains insignificant with foreign audiences. The Chinese government’s goal of convincing its foreign audience of the salience of its “China story” has failed to achieve its potential, in part because of the superficially obvious indicators of their inauthentic assets.

China’s “peaceful rise” (“和平崛起”) will be proven successful when the superpower itself rewrites the rules and structure of international society, while at the same time the great powers adapt and adjust those rules to the new disposition. China’s entry onto Western social media platforms and its development of its own platforms display intent to propagate and dominate the discourse around the government’s participation in international society to a wider group of global audiences. At the same time, they still assert the CCP’s heavy arm on censorship and content regulation. Although China has elevated its presence within the international community, it has not necessarily won the acceptance and recognition of its cultural and political appeal that it seeks. Organized narratives around the “China story” in the form of disinformation and cyberwarfare are essential to China’s ascendance on the international stage.
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Appendix: Chinese Discourse Evolution Timeline

We must clearly see that international hostile forces are intensifying the stratagem of Westernizing and dividing China, and their ideological and cultural fields are the focal areas of their long-term infiltration.

"We will strengthen the permeation, guidance, influence, and credibility of the media. We will provide more and better online content and put in place a system for integrated internet management to ensure clean cyberspace... We must oppose and resist various erroneous views with a clear stand."

We must use an understandable and easy-to-accept discourse system and expressions to tell the story of the Chinese Communist Party's preeminence of the country, the story of the Chinese people's struggle to realize their dreams, and the story of China's adherence to peaceful development and win-win cooperation, and guide the international community to form a correct "view on China."

Western forces hostile to China and dissidents within the country are still cautiously infiltrating the ideological sphere. The Party should strengthen guidance of public opinion on the Internet and purify the environment of public opinion on the Internet.

All military-run newspapers should be loyal to the Party.


Images: President Xi - China’s President Xi Jinping attends a meeting with representatives of entrepreneurs at the Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) annual conference in Boao town, Hainan province April 8, 2013. REUTERS/Tyrone Siu; Hu Jintao - China’s President Hu Jintao attends the opening ceremony of the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC) at the Great Hall of the People, in Beijing November 8, 2012. Chinese Communist Party leader Hu Jintao’s opening speech at the ongoing 18th Party Congress was a disappointment to many listeners, offering no major signals that the leadership is willing to advance political reform. Picture taken November 8, 2012. REUTERS/Tyrone Siu; Wang Yi - China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi attends a news conference during the ongoing National People’s Congress (NPC), China’s parliamentary body, in Beijing, China March 8, 2018. REUTERS/Jason Lee
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